
1.My doctor didn’t let me discharge from hospital until the ---------- was over. 
A) patient 
B) cure 
C) remedy 
D) treatment 
E) injection 
 
2.The headmaster warned the students who haven’t paid their school --------- yet. 
A) budgets 
B) expenditures 
C) fees 
D) salaries 
E) incomes 
 
3.As my parents couldn’t afford my expences,I was lucky to win as --------------as soon as I went to 
university. 
A) promotion  
B) scholarship 
C) wage 
D) connection  
E) permanent 
 
4.I’m very sorry to ----------- you,I have an urgent message to give to you. 
A) deny 
B)eliminate 
C) interfere 
D) ignore 
E) disturb 
 
5.Justin has never been very good at ---------- his real ideas at  interviews;he is generally 
misunderstood. 
A) putting across 
B) looking after 
C) giving up 
D) taking off 
E) putting up 
 
6.Our school will be competing ----------- some of the best schools in  Turkey. 
A) beyond 
B) inside 
C) out 
D) against 
E) past 
 
7.After I had moved into my new flat,I was asked to pay an electricity bill by my --------- landlord. 
A) constant 
B) previous 
C) excess 
D) essential 
E) estimate 
 
 



8.There is a ---------- between what you are saying andwhat you are doing! 
A) prescription 
B) scarcity 
C)conflict 
D) shortage 
E) fullness 
 
9.We are organizing a football tournamnt to ---------- money for orphan  children. 
A) waste 
B) posses 
C) capitulate 
D) diminish 
E) raise 
 
10.Because Elif was sure that her Project was the best, she entered the room quite  ----------. 
A) hesitantly 
B) cautiously 
C) timidly 
D)confidently 
E) reluctantly 
 
11.İrem has had to live with her parents for some time because she ‘s redecorating her house. 
A) commonly 
B) intensely 
C) currently 
D) rigidly 
E) exactly 
 
12.Although he knew people would  get bored,he ----------  talking in the meeting. 
A) kept on 
B) got over 
C) held on 
D) grew out of 
E) went round 
 
13.The old man  ---------- in his garden all morning,and apparently he --------- in the afternoon as well. 
A) is working / continues 
B) has been working / will continue 
C) has worked / was continuing 
D) was working /had continued 
E) Works / might continue 
 
14.My boss says that he paid me,-----------  I haven’t received any money  from him! 
A) in case 
B) provided 
C) so that 
D) unless 
E) whereas 
 
 
 
 



15.If a digital camera -----------  to direct sunlight for a long time,it  -------------- . 
A) exposed / could damage 
B) exposes / will damage 
C) is exposed / can be damaged 
D) was exposed / was damaged 
E) will be exposed / is damaging 
 
16.You had better keep this  medicine in an upper shelf because your kids --------- it on the table. 
A) might be reaching 
B) should have reached 
C) used to reach 
D) can reach 
E) might be reached 
 
17.I’m sure you ---------  buying that house,even thoughit ----------some renovation. 
A) won’t regret / needs 
B) didn’t regret / has needed 
C) wouldn’t regret / will need 
D) haven’t regretted / will have needed 
E) aren’t regretted / isn’t needed 
 
18.The word ‘cutlery’ refers ------ utensils  employed  --------- the preparationof food. 
A) for / with 
B) into / toward 
C) of / for 
D) over / around 
E) to / in 
 
19.I can say that this has been -----------  winter we have ever lived. 
A) so troublesome 
B) the most troublesome 
C) much more troublesome 
D) such a troublesome 
E) far too troublesome 
 
20.People --------- out picnic fires in this area because they ---------  a forest fire. 
A) shouldn’t make / have to start  
B) didn’t have to make / have started 
C) don’t have to make /started 
D) mustn’t make / can start 
E) wouldn’t make / must start 
 
21.It is said that in the United States,universities have --------- facilities to offer their students ------
those in our country. 
A) the better / than 
B) as good / that 
C) far better / than 
D) so good / that 
E) the best / as 
 
 
 



22.We had better remind our grandfather ---------- the electricity bill because he tends --------- 
forgetful these days. 
A) to pay / to be 
B) paying / being 
C) to pay / being 
D) having paid / to be 
E) paying / having been 
 
23.Some of my friends  --------- my parents once criticized for being irresponsible are now studying at 
a state university ------------- is very famous. 
A) whose / that  
B) which / whom 
C) whom / which 
D) that / who 
E) who / whose 
 
24.The Show was really -----------; we were all --------- and most of us decided to watch it for the 
 second time. 
A) entertained / satisfied 
B) entertaining / satisfying 
C) entertained / satisfying 
D) entertaining / satisfied 
E) so entertaining / satisfied enough     
 
25.By the time the police -----------,the murderer ---------- three of the hostages. 
A) was arriving / had been killing 
B) had arrived / killed 
C) has arrived / will kill 
D) arrives / would kill 
E) arrived / had killed  
 
26.The librarian asked us ............. so much noise. 
A) don’t make         
B) not make 
C) not making 
D) not to make 
E) make 
 
27.My daughter was working at a süpermarket --------. 
A) after she had finished university. 
B) while she was at university 
C) before she goes abroad to study 
D) when she is a a child 
E) as she can pass the exams 
 
28.The estate agent told ------ that -------- offer was  really  worth considering. 
A) hers /he 
B) she / his 
C) mine / her 
D) him / hers 
E) me / his 



29.Colour-blindness is a condition ------- prevents safe driving, and those ------- have it can’t get 
driving licences. 
A) that / who 
B) where / that 
C) who / whose 
D) which / where 
E) whose / which 
 
30.As my dad ---------- through old magazines,he ----------an old photo of his favourite football team. 
A) has looked / discovers 
B) has been looking / is discovering 
C) was looking / discovered 
D) had been looking / discovered 
E) looked / has discovered 
 
 
31.My English is definitely not fluent enough --------------------------. 
A) that it is often impossible for me to talk to native speakers. 
B) to live in a foreign country on my own.                                                                                                         
C) even regular practice makes pronunciation better. 
D) however,I am planning to attend a speaking course. 
E) even though I had tried hard to improve it. 
 
32. You shouldn’t believe everything……… you read in the newspaper. 
A) who              
B) where 
C) whose 
D) which 
E) how 
 
33.If our ladder ----------- a bit higher ,we ---------- the curtains without any professional help. 
A) would be /would have hanged 
B) had been / were hanging 
C) were / would hang 
D) was / had hanged 
E) is / are hanging 
 
34.Children usually insist on -------- sweets and candies after every meal although this is likely ------ 
tooth decay. 
A) eating / to cause 
B) eat / causing 
C) to eat / causing 
D) eating / having caused 
E) having eaten / to cause 
 
35.I really wish I  ---------- my old car for such a lw price because now they  --------- a lot of money  for 
antique cars. 
A) hadn’t sold / offer 
B) haven’t sold / have offered 
C) am not selling / are offering 
D) weren’t selling / offered 
E) didn’t sell / are offered 



 

36.I wouldn’t have fallen if the dog ____ in front of me. 

A) had run                                                                                                                           

B) hadn’t run 

C) ran  

D) didn’t run 

E) runs 

 

37.The police couldn’t find  ------fingerprints on the surface and  they concluded that -------- robbers  

must have been wearing gloves. 

A) more / none 

B) few / neither 

C) none / many 

D) any / all 

E) some / either 

 

38.My grandfather  ---------- as a bank clerk all his life, so he  ---------to deal with accounts and 

calculations any more. 

A) was working / wouldn’t have wanted 

B) is working / hasn’t wanted 

C) has worked / doesn’t want 

D) has been working / didn’t want 

E) had worked / hadn’’t wanted 

 

39.Let’s watch my parents’ wedding again,--------------? 

A) do they 

B) shall they 

C) will you 

D) will they 

E) shall we 

 

40.I haven’t found  a new  house yet, ------------------. 

A) neither has she 

B) neither she has 

C) so has she 

D) she has either 

E) so she hasn’t 

 

41.Don’t waste time,-------------? 

A) do you 
B) don’t we 
C) will you 
D) won’t you 
E) do we 



 
42.The books ------------ to the library by next Monday otherwise you can’t borrow again 

A) will have to be returned 

B) will return 

C) must return 

D) were returned 

E) had to be returned  

 

43. I will leave you a phone number --------- you needto call me. 

A) unless 

B) but 

C) in case 

D) as though 

E) if only 

 

44.Deniz --------- -any mistakes on The Future Tense questions.We studied  the subject over and over. 

A) should make 

B) shouldn’t have made 

C) may not make 

D) needn’t have made 

E) could  make 

 

45.My boss was very furious this morning.If only he --------- so rude. 

A) didn’t behave 

B) doesn’t behave 

C) had behaved 

D) hadn’t behaved 

E) behaved 

 

46.I’m very upset because I don’t know anything  about first-aid, so I couldn’t help the injured girl. 

If I ----------- something about it, I ----------- help her. 

A) know / will help 

B) am knowing / could help 

C) had known / will help 

D) knew / will help 

E) knew / could have helped 

 

47.A: What  time do we have to leave  for the airport? 

     B: It’s only fifteen-minute drive, so we  ---------- leave  until  9.30. 

A) needn’t 

B) must 

C) mustn’t 

D) shouldn’t have 

E) needn’t have 



 

48.Mobile phones are responsible ---------  being alone among people. 

A) of 

B) from 

C) for 

D) against 

E) in 

 

49.Deniz and I got married  --------- the same day. 

A) in 

B) on 

C) at 

D) for 

E) from 

 

50.---------of the students failed in the test.They all passed. 

A) None      

B) Some 

C) Not every 

D All 

E) Most 

 

51.Playing team sports is------------ than individual sports                                                                                                

A) enjoyable      

B) the most enjoyable 

C) much enjoyable 

D) more enjoyable 

E) most enjoyable 

 

52 We have got--------- money.We can’t afford to buy a book. 

A) a few      

B) a lot of 

C) a little 

D) much 

E) many 

 

53.A:Why are you crying? 

     B:I’ve read --------- book ever written. 

A) sadder  than    

B) the saddest 

C) more sad 

D) saddest 

E) sad 



 

54.Many birds-----------.by the hunters every winter. 

A) have been killed           

B) will be killed 

C) had killed 

D) are killed 

E) had been killed 

 

55.$ 500 a night for a hotel? That's ------------ that I can’t stay there.  

A) such expensive    

B) such an expensive 

C) so expensive 

D) more  

E) enough expensive 

 

57. If I were you,I------------- money on sweets and drinks, 

A) wouldn’t  have spent    

B) hadn’t spent 

C) will  spend  

D) won’t spend 

E) wouldn’t spend  

 

58.I won’t speak to him again unless  he ---------------.. 

A) apologises          

B) doesn’t apologise   

C) didn’t  apologise   

D) apologised 

E) will apologise 

 

59. There ---------67 cities in Turkey  years ago but I don’t know how many cities there are now. 

A) was          

B) used to be       

C) have been 

D) are 

E) has been 

 

60.You are always late! This is the third time you-----------late for work this week. 

A) were      

B) were coming 

C) have been      

D) came 

E) had been 

 



61. World War II ---------- out in 1939 

A) breaks        

B) has broken       

C) will break 

D) broke 

E) have broken 

 

62.It’s getting dark! ---------- going home! 

A) Let’s        

B) How about      

C) Shall we     

D) Why don’t  we 

E) Could we 

 

63 The students of this class ------- .lots of new words since they ---------- to read story books. 

A) have learned / began  

B) have learned / have begun    

C) learned/have begun    

D) learned / began 

E) were learning / began 

 

64---------- came to visit me while I was in hospital so I am a bit upset 

A) Everybody    

B) Anything 

C) Somebody 

D) Nobody 

E) Nothing 

 

65.Fulya was --------- sleepy  --------she couldn’t  watch the end of the film. 

A) as / as 

B) as / that 

C) so / that 

D) such / as 

E) too / to 

 

 

66.The cake was very delicious so I wanted to have --------  more. 

A) many 

B) some 

C) a lot 

D) a few 

E) any 

 



67.When Seçil  --------- at the electricity bill,she  --------- shocked. 

A) looks / has been 

B) is looking / was 

C) was looking / had been 

D) looked / was 

E) had looked / has been 

 

68.If you ----------too much,you ----------- likely to have a lot of health problems. 

A) smoke / are 

B) had smoked / were 

C) smoked / had been 

D) has smoked / had been 

E) are smoking / were 

 

69.If I were you,I --------- the riskof losing him. 

A) won’t take 

B) hadn’t taken 

C) didn’t take 

D) won’t have taken 

E) wouldn’t take 

 

70.Please don’t hesitate  ------  me when you are in trouble. 

A) call 

B) calling 

C) to call 

D) having called 

E) called 

 

71.Before ---------the house,we had sent the children to my parents. 

A) paint 

B) painting 

C) to paint 

D) painted 

E) had painted 

 

 

72.I know you are afraid of being home  alone ,but don’t worry;I -------- with you then. 

A) will stay 

B) am staying 

C) stay 

D) am going tos tay 

E) will have stayed 

 



73.I -------- to the teacher carefully since the lesson started,but I ---------nothing so far. 

A) am listening / didn’t understand 

B) was  listening  / understood 

C) have listened / haven’t  understood 

D) have been listening / have understood 

E) have listened / didn’t understand 

 

74.Although my sister -----------  school yet,she  --------- read and write. 

A) isn’t  starting / should 

B) doesn’t  start / has to 

C) has been starting  / might 

D) hasn’t started / can 

E) hadn’t started / can 

 

75) Can you please look after the baby ---------I come back from shopping? 

A) since  

B) until 

C) as long as 

D) while  

E) by the time 

 

76.In the university exam -------- student is given a question  booklet and an answer sheet. 

A) everyone 

B) each 

C) whole 

D) all 

E) some 

 

77.The new company ------------- a lot of complaints from the customers so far . 

A) has received 

B) received 

C) will receive 

D) receives 

E) is receiving 

 

78.Second-hand car prices ---------  since Covid 19 ------------. 

A) have been rising / has appeared 

B) are rising / was appearing 

C) have risen / appeared 

D) rise / would appear 

E) rose / had appeared 

 

 



79. When I heard my daughter had been admitted to a university  abroad ,I didn’t know ------ I should 

cry  or laugh. 

A) that 

B) how 

C) what 

D) whether 

E) why 

 

80.My son is ---------- to get a driving licence and he is looking  forward  to getting ---------. 

A) too / a lot 

B) too young / old enough 

C) such young / rather old 

D) so / more 

E) the most / the more 

 

81.Cactus doesn’t need much water to grow, ----------  you water it,-----------  it becomes. 

A) less / so great 

B) the least / the greatest 

C) more / greater 

D) the least / greater 

E) the less / the greater 

 

82.A friend of mine apologized ------ me ----- breaking  my antique vase. 

A) to /for 

B) from / to 

C) at / of 

D) on / at 

E) at / on 

 

83.I think these  two dresses are worth  -------- .I’m planning  ------ them during the holiday. 

A) to buy / wearing 

B) buying / to wear 

C) bought / having  worn 

D) being bought  / to have worn 

E) be bought / being worn 

 

84.Eylül studied hard for the final  exams ,------- her other  classmates. 

A) neither did 

B) nor do 

C) so did 

D) neither do 
E) so are 

 

 



85.--------  Seyit Onbaşı managed -------- 276 kilogram shell is still a mystery. 

A) Which / lifting 

B) Where / lifted 

C) How / lifting 

D) Why / to have lifted 

E) How / to lift 

 

86.My attending university depends  on --------- scholership the school can give. 

A) why 

B) whom 

C) what 

D) how much 

E) whose 

 

87.Nobody thinks that I can cope with struggles by myself ,--------------? 

A) don’t they 

B) can I 

C) can’t I 

D) don’t I 

E) do they 

 

88.We have two laptops in our house,-------------- of which is working properly. 

A) all 

B) both 

C) some 

D) none 

E) neither 

 

89.I wish I ----------- buy a better car but I have some debts. 

A) had bought 

B) can buy 

C) could buy 

D) bought 

E) will buy 

 

 

90. Covid 19 has affected ----------- 1 million 3 hundred people worldwide so far.. 

A) too much 

B) more than 

C) the least 

D) the same 

E) such as 

 



91.Deniz was working as a waitress -------------. 

A) that she had graduated 

B) while she was a university student 

C) if she finishes university 

D) before she goes abroad 

E) when her parents move to İstanbul 

 

92.My son felt disappointed  -------  he was dismissed from his job. 

A) before 

B) then 

C) while 

D) when 

E) first 

 

93.Before I won the lottery, --------- . 

A) I was having financially hard times 

B) I am such a bad loser 

C) my husband has always supported me 

D) I’m working as a broker 

E) I don’t have a job 

 

94.She was still crying.Something bad ---------have happened. 

A) couldn’t 

B) can’t 

C) must 

D) shouldn’t 

E) should 

 

95.Ted  worked  and saved money -------- he could  help his parents. 

A) after 

B) while 

C) but 

D) in case 

E) so that 

 

 

96.While studying  for university exam,my daughter can’t  help ------  much ,I’m afraid she is likely ------

weight at the end of it. 

A) eat / gaining 

B) eating / to gain 

C) to eat / to gain 

D) eating / gaining 

E) to eat / gaining 



 

97.It usually ------- half an hour to go  to Kızılay from our school, but today it -------- much longer 

because of  the accident on the road. 

A) takes / will take 

B) is taking / has taken  

C) has taken / took 

D) was taking / will be taking 

E) took / will have taken 

 

98.My mom --------  a lot of weight  since she ---------- smoking. 

A) was gaining / has given up 

B) has gained / gives up 

C) has gined / has given up 

D) has gained / gave up 

E) gained / gave up 

 

99.My eyes were red because  I ---------on the computer non-stop for  three hours 

A) have been working  

B) am working 

C) had been working 

D) will have worked 

E) have worked 

 

100.By the end of this month, we --------  to the  countryside and  we ---------  the winter there. 

A) have moved / welcome 

B) have been moving / are going to welcome 

C) move / are welcoming 

D) are moving / have welcome 

E) will have moved / will welcome 

 

101.Since -------- of my parents work, I have to stay at home alone  until they come. 

A) all 

B) none  

C) either 

D) neither 

E) both 

 

102.When I -------- the school on Monday morning,some  parents of my students ------- already there to 

talk to me. 

A) reached / have been 

B) reached / were 

C) was reaching / were 

D) reaches / are 
E) reaches / have been 



103.The half of this century was the time -------- great  changes in economy  took place. 

A) that 

B) whose 

C) of whom 

D) when 

E) which 

 

104.If you have a problem with the system, you should ----------- a solution  to it. 

A) come up with  

B) get away with 

C) stand up for 

D) turn  away 

E) grow up 

 

105.My parents made me --------- to university  and didn’t let me ------  married . 

A) going / to get 

B) to go / to get 

C) go / get 

D) to go / getting 

E) go / getting 

 

106.If I --------- enough  money when I went shopping,I --------- a present to my husband. 

A) had had / would have bought 

B) have / will buy 

C) would have / buy 

D) had / would buy 

E) had / would have bought 

 

107.I ---------- all my money  in the middle of the month and I -------no idea how to pay my rent. 

A) finished / am having 

B) finished / was having 

C) have finished / am having  

D) have finished / have 

E) finish / have 

 

108. When I go on a holiday this summer,---------------. 

A)I have visited some historical places. 

B) I ‘II go somewhere I have never been before. 

C) I was going to Erdek 

D) I was at the seaside  

E) I had a package holiday on an island. 

 

 

 



109.As an English teacher I always speak slowly and clearly  ------- my dear students can follow me. 

A) so as to  

B) in case  

C) so that 

D) whereas 

E) despite 

 

110.In our factory we need someone -----------. 

A) whether they were talented or not 

B) until he could speak more than two languages 

C) that we all  had liked  him 

D) since they were suitable 

E) who is good at organization 

 

111.----------- I ask you where you --------- this precious watch? 

A) May / bought 

B) Need / are buying 

C) Would / will buy 

D) Shall / will be buying 

E) Can / will have bought 

 

112.The family ------------ my son stayed in England  are going to visit us next summer. 

A) to whose 

B) with whom 

C) whom 

D) to whom  

E) whwith whose 

 

113.Bodrum ----------- only  a population  of 171.000 in 2017 but this ------- 3 times since then. 

A) was having / increased 

B) had / is increasing 

C) has had / increases 

D) had  / has increased 

E) has had / has been increasing 

 

 

114. You ---------- circle the  answers neatly ;otherwise,the optical reader --------- scan 

the answer sheet properly. 

A) must / doesn’t have to 

B) could / must not 

C) may / might not 

D) had to / shouldn’t 

E) should / can not 



 

115.If I -------- in your shoes,I --------- more serious because the students are very nasty. 

A) had been / wouldn’t have been 

B) will be / am not 

C) were / would be 

D) would be / weren’t 

E) am / couldn’t be 

 

116.This  epidemic could  be avoided,-------------------. 

A) if the necessary medical  precautions were taken 

B) but they look too confusing 

C) otherwise they couldn’t  apply for  that  job 

D) if we  don’t  know  the answer 

E) unless we  pay attention 

 

117. I travel a lot.I have seen ----------- European Countries. 

A) not many        

B) none of 

C) any of      

D) nearly half of 

E) not much 

 

118.Children are very --------- so if you don't speak --------,nobody can understand anything 

A) noisily / loud     

B) happy / angry      

C) noisy / loudly     

D) quietly  / loudly 

E) noisy / quiet 

 

119.İrem -------- food after she ------------a little cat. 

A) gave / has found           

B) has given / had found       

C) had given / found  

D) gave / had found 

E) has given / found 

 

120. A:Hello mum! I ---------- the dentist. 

     B:Oh! Dear, Is your tooth better now? 

A)  have been to        

B)  go to 

C)  went to      

D)  have gone to 

E)  will go to 



 

121.Dad ------------- a puncture while he --------- on the motorway. 

A) was having / was driving     

B) was having / drove          

C) had / drove  

D) had had / drove 

E) had / was driving 

 

122. A: I can’t understand Physics.                B: -----------------------------------. 

A) Why don’t you have a rest?     

B) Why don’t you take private lessons ? 

C) Let me prepare my suitcase     

D) Shall we buy her some note-books? 

E) How about adopting a pet? 

 

 123.If you ------- your teacher why you missed the exam,she --------you to take the make-up exam. 

A) tell / would let 

B) told / let 

C) had told / might have let 

D) told / had let 

E) would tell / lets 

 

124.You ------  frozen food at mines eighteen centigrate degrees because bacteria formation -------- 

at this temperature. 

A) should have kept / had stopped 

B) have kept / has stopped 

C) had better keep / stopped 

D) must keep / stops 

E) could keep / will stop 

 

125.Last night the fire ------- so much if my house --------- made of wood. 

A) wouldn’t have spread / hadn’t been 

B) will not spread / isn’t 

C) wouldn’t be spreading / wasn’t 

D) wouldn’t spread / weren’t  

E) hadn’t been spreading / were 

 

126.Students -------- pay to get in the library,but they -------- have a valid ID card. 

A) shouldn’t / won’t 

B) wouldn’t / could 

C) had better / used to 

D) mustn’t / can 

E) don’t need to / must 



 

127.We  ---------- have a very big garden with trees when we ---------in Yenimahalle in my childhood. 

A) would / lived  

B) used to / were living 

C) ought to / lived 

D) should / had been living 

E) could / have been living  

 

128.When the parents arrived at the school,the students ---------- on their coats and --------- them. 

A) were already putting / waited 

B) will already be putting / will have waited 

C) had already put / were waiting 

D) already put / has waited 

E) has already put / were waiting 

 

129.My dear, you --------- most of your dresses for ages;---------- throw them away? 

A) haven’t worn / why don’t you 

B) aren’t wearing / how about 

C) hadn’t worn / may I 

D) weren’t wearing / let’s  

E) haven’t been wearing / would you mind 

 

130.Students ---------bring their own books for my lessons;they ------ share them. 

A) mustn’t / needn’t 

B) don’t need to / mustn’t 

C) have to / wouldn’t mind 

D) are supposed to / can’t 

E) should / have to 

 

131.The road to our new house was ------- narrow -------- the lorry couldn’t pass easily. 

A) such / that 

B) very / than 

C) as / as 

D) too / that 

E) so /that 

 

132.The doctor’s attitude wasn’t --------- to calm us so we were all miserable about my father’s 

health. 

A) too convincing 

B) convincing enough 

C) such a convincing 

D) as convincingly as  

E) so convincing 



 

133.Our first meeting is still ------my mind;you entered the office and stared ------- me curiously. 

A) back / through 

B) at / on 

C) in / at 

D) of / up 

E) by / to 

 

134.As soon as I -------- in my hotel,I will go sightseeing. 

A)  have been settled 

B) have settled 

C) had settled 

D) am settling 

E) was settling 

 

135.Yesterday,we --------- by the time the bus --------. 

A) had frozen / arrived 

B) are going to freeze / arrives 

C) have frozen / has arrived 

D) will be frozen / arrives 

E) will have frozen / had arrived 

 

136.I --------- park my  car if the space ---------- big enough,I’mnot an experienced driver. 

A) couldn’t / isn’t 

B) had to / is 

C) was able to / will be  

D) can’t / isn’t 

E) can’t / wasn’t 

 

137.She was under ------- stress  at work  ------- she couldn’t concentrate on anything else. 

A) so many / that 

B) so much / why 

C) that much / such 

D) as much / than 

E) so much / that 

 

138. Sally was upset about --------and  she didn’t want  to talk to -----------. 

A) anything / something      

B) something / anything 

C) someone / someone     

D) something / anyone 

E) nothing / nothing 

 



139.The students of this class -------- lots of new words since they -------- to read story books. 

A) have learned / have begun   

B) learned / have begun   

C) learned / began     

D have learned / began 

E) had learned / have begun 

 

140. If we used  less plastic, there ----------. as much rubbish on the ground and in the seas. 

A) would be  

B) wasn’t 

C) wouldn’t be 

D) won’t be 

E) was 

 

141.The woman must have been unconscious ------------------------------. 

A) when she  was rescued  by the firemen from the burning house 

B) but she will come around as soon as the police 

C) when the pilot manages to land  

D) while she can’t reply anything 

E) that she thinks she causes everything 

 

142.I was fined twice for speeding ---------------------------------------------. 

A) since I have an exam 

B) as I was trying not to miss my sister’s wedding 

C) because I’m a careful driver 

D) although it is difficult toget to work on time 

E)  it is certain that the roads are very busy because of the derby between BJK and FB 

 

143.My daughter ------- ---  in peace since the nurse ----------- a strong painkiller. 

A) was sleeping / has injected 

B) slept / injected 

C) is sleeping / has injected 

D) slept / is injecting 

E) has been sleeping / injected 

 

 

144’Who did he go with?’         Could you tell me ----------------- ? 

A) who he went with                       

B) if he went   

C) who did he go with 

D) whether he went with      

E) if he did go with 

 



145.I had never felt so shy before.That was the unluckiest event I -----------------------. 

A) have ever experienced  

B) ever experienced  

C) had ever experienced 

D) will experience 

E) experienced before 

 

146.Playing snowball has made us ------------ relaxed and it’s time to have hot drinks. 

A) to feel 

B) felt 

C) having felt 

D) feel 

E) feeling 

 

147.I think both Italian and Spanish ----------- derived  from Latin as there are so many similarities. 

A) shouldn’t have 

B) may have 

C) couldn’t have 

D) ought not  to have 

E) needn’t have 

 

148.The maths questions were very long and difficult ---------- I didn’t give up and  solved all of them. 

A) despite 

B) much as 

C) on the other hand 

D) furthermore 

E) nevertheless 

 

149.--------- she behaves as if she is reliable and respectful,you shouldn’t trust her an inch. 

A) Though 

B) That 

C) Nevertheless 

D) So 

E) Only if 

 

150.My next door neighbour is known --------------  a factory once upon a time but I don’ believe it.  

A) having 

B) had 

C) to have had 

D) having had 

E) have 

 

                             



                           ANSWER KEY (CEVAP ANAHTARI) 

1. D                43 .C            85. E            127. B 

2. C                44. B            86. D            128. C 

3. B                45. D            87. A            129. A 

4. E                46. E            88. E            130. D 

5. A                47. A            89. C            131. E 

6. D                48. C            90. B            132. B 

7. B                49. B            91. B            133. C 

8. C                50. A            92. D            134. B 

9. E                51. D            93. A            135. A 

10. D             52 .C            94. C            136. D 

11. C             53 .B            95. E             137. E 

12. A             54. D            96. B            138. D 

13. B             55. C            97. A            139. D 

14. E             56. C            98. D             140. C 

15. C             57 .E            99. C             141. A 

16. D             58. A           100. E            142. B 

17. A             59. B           101. B            143. E 

18. E             60. C           102. D            144. A 

19. B             61. D           103. A            145. C 

20. D             62 .B           104. C            146. D 

21. C             63. A           105. E            147. B 

22. A             64. D           106. A            148. E 

23. C             65. C           107. D            149. A 

24. D             66. B           108. B            150. C 

25. E             67. D           109. C       

26. D             68. A           110. E 

27. B             69. E           111. A 

28. A             70. C           112. B 

29. C             71 .B           113. D 

30. E             72. A           114. E 

31. B             73. D           115. C 

32. D             74. C           116. A 

33. C             75. E           117. D 

34. A             76. B           118. C 

35. A             77. A           119. D 

36. B             78. C           120. A 

37. D             79. D           121. E 

38. C             80. B           122. B 

39. E             81. E           123. C 

40. A             82. A           124. D 

41. C             83. B           125. A 

42. A             84. C           126. E 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

  

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 


